Krusa voted to office; five more lead fresh class

The newly elected Freshman officers are from top to bottom, left to right: Sue Sheridan, secretary; Eddie Kruza, president; Janis Dwyer, day student representative; Pat Paquin, student board representative; Lucy Pritz, vice president; and Patti Lampkin, treasurer.
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Marian goes back to the fifties

Booster Club is presently working on activities for Homecoming Week scheduled for November 12-18. The week's theme will be "Those Were the Days."

The week will open with the crowning of the homecoming queen prior to the intramural football championship game.

The court members will be escorted by members of the basketball team at the crowning.

FIORETTI needs contributions

The FIORETTI, the Marian College literary anthology is accepting original poems, artwork, prose, and photography for the fall issue. Drawings and photographs must be in black and white. Contribution for the semi-annual book may be placed with the Yearbook Office.

'Sis weekend' set

by Ellen Dugan

"Little Six Weekend," a program that acquaints young girls with college life, will be held October 13-15.

Sixty to seventy girls are expected for the weekend's activities. Younger sisters and friends of Clare Hall residents, junior high age and older will be the dorm's guests for the weekend. They will also enjoy reduced cafeteria rates.

According to Ruth Mauer, president of Clare Hall, many things have been done to make the weekend enjoyable for the girls. "Transportation will be provided by the Clare Hall residents for the visitors who come by train or bus. Friday, the girls can go to the play production and coffee house. Saturday is the ULI dance followed by midnight mass," she said.

Additional activities include the SAC Facilities Club party on Friday night and the opportunity to shop at Lafayette Square on Saturday afternoon.

"I think it is going to be an exciting weekend for the girls. It's also going to be fun for us in the dorm. We get to meet all the new personalities and spend the time talking and having fun," Ruth said.

by Carol Wethington

Excitement reigned in the freshman class last week when six lucky freshmen were named to class office. Over a week of frantic campaigning, poster-making and speeching, and talking and making speeches, the six were named by the vote of the seniors.

"I was very pleased to hear of his win," said Ruth Mauer, who is the new president of the senior class. The Phoenix takes up part of his time on campus. He is a journalism major.

"I want to do the best I can to unite the class," said Sue Sheridan, the new named freshman secretary. Sue attended Rox Pond high school in Evanston, Illinois, and came to Marian seeking a degree in biology.

The new Student Board Representative is Pat Paquin from Indianapolis. She is a sociology major and she hopes to "make sure that all freshmen can play an adequate part."

The only write-in candidate was Janis Dwyer, who is the newly elected Day Student Representative. She attended Beech Grove High School here in Indianapolis. One of her hobbies include sewing, and folk-singing at St. Catherine's Catholic Church. Working part-time in the art department rounds out Janis's activities.

Sue Sheridan summed up the emotions of all the winners by stating very simply, "It really meant a lot!"

Triadekaphobia - fear the 13th

by Ellen Dugan

Anyone who wants to defy the jinx of Friday the 13th should avoid the campus. Many of the otherumps are black cats and witches at the "Bad Luck Party." Friday, October 13th from 7:30-11:30 p.m. in the Pec.

Admission is $3. Professional palm-readers will offer their services for 30 cents. If the bad luck prophecies are too much, you can drown your sorrows in a large coke that will sell for $1.50.

The SAC Facilities Club and the Clare Hall crew present the party. Popcorn is free. Entertainment will be provided by the jive box and folk singers from the Music Box.

Linda Kretz and Lynn Linenback are in charge of the entertainment. Peggy Lauer, secretary of the SAC Facilities Club, is coordinating the party.

Freshmen-seniors fight to finish first for fall frolic

This softball game was just one of the events that took place at the Fall Frolic last Saturday. The Freshman-Senior teams took first while the Junior-Senior team had to settle for second.
“He never slew a dragon...”

by Agnew Baker

Students, where are you?

Activities at Marian seem to be lacking something very important needed for the success of the activities. This essential part is the students! Marian shells out a great deal of money to all of the different social groups. Things like dances, movies, homecoming—put on with these funds. But what I don’t understand is why, on weekends when there are planned activities, do kids mope around their rooms and the dorm lounges complaining, “Gee, I really hate this, there’s nothing to do on the weekend.” This is how the activities are perceived. “Gee, I really hate this, there’s nothing to do on weekends.” True, there are weekends when there is one night with no planned activity, but don’t just sit there and cry about it. Clare Hall is full of young, glamorous, and willing-to-go-out-with-you girls. Doyle Hall is found to be the same way—tall, dark, and handsome wherever you look.

Sunday, the great day of rest, is more than just knocked for being a dull day—but, not true. There is intramural football with everybody’s favorite Joe, both gyms are usually open, there are pool and ping-pong tables in Doyle, bikes in Clare, and thousands of good books in the library. The Social Council had a free concert two weeks ago and there were more people from outside of school than inside, and I saw guys at Doyle sleeping, watching TV and mapping around the lounge.

This sad state of feeling is found in most of the students at Marian, but how do you get around to the students? Maybe special invitations are necessary. Posters are printed and put up for you—why don’t you take time to read them once in a while? It just might attract you.

Marian can be one of the greatest campuses in the world if you yourself can make it what you want it to be. If you don’t care for the activities, go to the sponsors’ meetings and tell them about it. I’m sure they will listen to you. Life’s simplest things are its best. Read your Marian calendar and attend the activities.
Irish wit displayed in Behan’s “The Hostage”

Bert Raski, from the Missouri Repertory Theatre, guest stars in “The Hostage,” and rehearses here with Donna Meyers, Mona Kozlowski, and Mary Elminger.

The character of Brendan Behan, the Irish playwright who could be called the lowest moral standards, is this bawdy crew that Behan uses to frame all the moral clichés and platitudes which he finds with hilarious hammer blows.

Nor does Behan spare himself in this production. He is his own stooge, often in a sitting duck for his own siring barbs as are both sides in no war. Blessed, as well as all religious, political or moral hypocrites who are hasn’t a joke.

Behan’s image of himself is not clouded over with fictions. He is a misfit and a howlingly irreverent entertainer. The friend commented on his generosity, but Behan shrugged it off, saying, “I was afraid of the extreme Irish wit displayed in Behan’s “The Hostage”
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Rangers ride again while gods burn

LONE RANGERS 32
TRUCKERS 0

The Lone Rangers, once more playing without the services of their faithful companion Tonto, gave the youthful Truckers a 32-0 lesson in how the game is played.

The Rangers wasted little time in denting the scoring column as Dean Morgan slipped through the porous Trucker defense to scampers 60 yards with a Ken Tyrell pass and make it 6-0. Chris Everett's return of an intercepted pass for a T.D. early in the second can to for a 45 yard scoring toss, was too much for them to overtake, but the deficit was made it 25-0. The Truckers tried with Aust's extra point, but the deficit was 25-0. The Truckers tried with Aust's extra point, but the deficit was too much for them to overcome.

VICE LORDS 28
GODS OF HELLFIRE 6

In a battle of the Almighty's, the Lords ripped the Gods by a 28-6 count and established themselves as the team to beat in Intramural football this year.

Jay Farrell, who, in an exclusive interview with the Phoenix, admitted that there is no one who can cover him one on one, opened the scoring on a 25 yard pass from Pat Zapp. Dave Longeaux, making his first appearance of the year, took the extra point reception. Farrell duplicated his earlier scoring feat, and, with Paul Gerth's extra point, this made it 14-0.

The Gods, looking like their old self, battled back on a Bill Doherty to Jim Herbe touchdown pass, for six big ones, but time ran out and the half ended at a close 14-6.

After intermission, it was all Lords, as Farrell and Ed Jerin took passes from Pat Zapp and floated in for scores. Zapp and Farrell scored extra points to make the final tally 32-0.

But a word to the wise, don't count out the Gods. They've been around too long and when everyone's there they'll be really tough.

The players of the week are:

DEFENSIVE PLAYER – Roy Buffington, former star player on last year's Intramural Football Team, trapped the quarterback on four successive plays to highlight the Ranger defense. Roy, never too busy to speak at charity benefits, is a living example of good sportsmanship and clean living.

by Ken Hornbeck

Joe Stockram of the Mother Truckers is getting ready to throw the ball as "Roy" Buffington and two other Rangers move to get him.

Mcllwee sets "course" for team

by Eddie Krusa

Tom Mcllwee, one of Marian's Top Striders, has taken the interest to set up Marian's first Cross Country track right here on campus.

Tom's interest in this sport is exceptional; he has taken the time to go out and measure the distance of a five mile course which could have been here years ago. The course starts between the convest and the unusable tennis courts.

Tom and Coach Reynolds talked over this fascinating idea and Tom, after making a few phone calls, started pacing off the distance. Tom spent about a week and a half working on this great campus investment which didn't cost Marian a dime. Coach Reynolds has commented before that the great enthusiasm of Tom and all the others have shown has inspired great confidence in the pacers' style. The team has been practicing on Tom's new course, and they hope that the first two upsets which they have accepted won't hurt their great speed and confidence.

Today, Marian will take on Huntington and with the spirit of the school behind them, Marian is sure of a victory. Don't forget the great sprinters will give our autograph free of charge!